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The Lumen and Forge team have over 12 years of experience in creating projection domes, undertaking 
projection mapping, and engaging in content production to captivate audiences. If you require projection 
domes http://www-events.com/what-are-domes-used-for/, we sell and rent geodesic as well as inflatable 
projection domes. The geodesic projection domes are available in sizes ranging from 10 feet (3 meters) to 
90 feet (27 meters), while the sizes of the inflatable projection domes range from 100 feet (30 meters) to 
200 feet (60 meters). After you decide which type of 360 immersive projection dome and size will suit your 
purpose, we will undertake its design, engineering, content creation, installation, event run, and strike. That 
will let you concentrate on other aspects of your event. With our projection mapping, we can help you to 
bring small and large base objects to life by mapping and projecting video content on them and using them 
as a multidimensional video screen. We can map shoes, cars, statues, buildings, structures, and pretty 
much bring any object in this manner. We will build, render, and film live-action or computer-generated 
content. To do this, we will create an exact scale 3D model and apply textures, logos, and other materials. 
Then we will light the scene as required for day or night, and then render it to create a 2D realistic image. 
The next step is to animate it and adding a composite layer to add depth. As we can layout the entire 
activation in a 3D world, you can visualize what it will look like in real life. We use Cinema 4D for modeling 
and rendering, and also work with AutoCAD, 3D Studio Max, Rhino 6, and Sketchup. Learn more about our 
immersive projection domes, projection mapping, and content production at 
https://lumenandforge.com/about/ & https://lumenandforge.com/services/3d-projection-mapping/.

For more details, please visit https://www.eqlic.com/detail/lumen-and-forge-las-vegas-356125
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